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Abstract

Automatic question tagging (AQT) represents a crucial task in Com-
munity Question Answering (CQA) websites. Its pivotal role lies in
substantially augmenting user experience through the optimization of
question-answering efficiency. Existing question tagging models focus
on the features of questions and tags, ignoring the external knowl-
edge of the real world. Large language models can work as knowledge
engines for incorporating real-world facts for different tasks. However,
it is difficult for large language models to output tags in the database
of CQA websites. To address this challenge, we propose a Large Lan-
guage Model Enhanced Question Tagging method called LLMEQT
to perform the question tagging task. In LLMEQT, a traditional
question tagging method is first applied to pre-retrieve tags for ques-
tions. Then prompts are formulated for LLMs to comprehend the task
and select more suitable tags from the candidate tags for questions.
Results of our experiments on two real-world datasets demonstrate that
LLMEQT significantly enhances the automatic question tagging perfor-
mance for CQA, surpassing the performance of state-of-the-art methods.
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1 Introduction

Community Question Answering (CQA) websites, for instance, Quora and
Zhihu, serve as reliable repositories where users tend to access valuable infor-
mation through posted questions and their corresponding answers [1] [2] [3].
Within these websites, questions are associated with diverse tags that encap-
sulate the underlying themes of questions, aiding users in locating potential
information. The integration of these tags significantly augments the efficacy
of various applications derived from CQA websites. These applications cover
multiple fields, encompassing recommendation systems [4, 5], expert-finding
systems [6–8], and search engines [9, 10]. However, a significant challenge preva-
lent in CQA websites pertains to the issue of incomplete assignment of tags
to questions by users. This limitation compromises the optimal functionality
of these websites.

Given the important role of tags in these applications, Automatic Question
Tagging (AQT) has gained attention. Current AQT [11, 12] approaches primar-
ily focus on analyzing textual information and inherent structural attributes
within questions and their associated tags. Despite their demonstrated success,
these approaches are constrained by their limited consideration of external real-
world knowledge. The integration of such external knowledge holds immense
promise in substantially enhancing the effectiveness of Automatic Question
Tagging (AQT). Introducing external knowledge to AQT facilitates the inclu-
sion of crucial factual information from external sources. It aims to deepen the
comprehension of both questions and tags by incorporating real-world facts,
thereby enriching the understanding of the inherent semantic nuances within
the content.

A direct and effective method for knowledge-based approaches involves
the utilization of pre-trained large language models (LLMs), e.g., GPT-3 [13],
which have been trained on massive real-world knowledge. These large lan-
guage models possess universal capabilities and demonstrate capability across
a spectrum of tasks. To utilize LLMs effectively, designing appropriate prompt-
ing strategies is of value. Clearly describing the task goal and presenting
proper examples from the training data significantly enhances the compre-
hensibility of instructions for LLMs. In the question tagging task, leveraging
LLMs allows for a comprehensive analysis of the underlying context within
questions, incorporating external knowledge to aid in accurate tagging. The
concept of Automatic Question Tagging (AQT) enhanced by LLMs is sum-
marized in Figure 1. Consider the question, ‘Is our diet much better than
that of Zhou Tianzi?’. Here, ‘Zhou Tianzi’ refers to the emperors of the
Zhou Dynasty. Without external knowledge, understanding such proper nouns
becomes challenging, causing the question tagging model to primarily rely on
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Fig. 1 The proposed workflow for AQT with LLM. The question tagging model help retrieve
more tags for the question in CQA websites. Then the LLM, which is trained by corpus with
external knowledge, will help understand and select the proper tags from the candidate tags.

noun embeddings, which depend on the impact of the encoders. Leveraging
external knowledge via LLMs enhances the model’s ability to comprehend the
deep meaning of questions and associated tags, therefore improving the AQT
task.

Despite the considerable efficacy of LLMs in incorporating external knowl-
edge, there exist several limitations inherent in the AQT task. Notably, the
tags generated by LLMs may not align with the existing database of CQA
websites. Users, when attempting to append tags to questions, are constrained
to selecting from pre-existing tags within the database rather than allocat-
ing much time to create new ones. For instance, as illustrated in Figure 1, an
LLM might suggest tags such as ‘King Wen of Zhou’ or ‘King Wu of Zhou’
for a question like ‘Is our diet much better than that of Zhou Tianzi?’. Nev-
ertheless, these suggested tags may not exist within the database of the CQA
websites. Additionally, newly created tags within CQA websites may lack con-
textual coherence and fail to facilitate the effective presentation of questions
to users. Therefore, we should address Challenge 1: how to appropriately tag
the questions with tags that exist in CQA websites by LLM?

Furthermore, LLMs operate within a few-shot learning paradigm that
requires a small number of in-context examples to effectively adapt to diverse
tasks. In the context of the question tagging task, the instructions provided
to LLMs hold considerable importance as these LLMs generate outputs based
on the given prompts. The selected examples of questions and associated tags
significantly influence the model’s performance. Improper examples can lead
to sub-optimal outputs from LLMs and the generated content will be unus-
able. Thus, we need to address Challenge 2: how to design proper prompts
for LLMs?

To tackle the above challenges, we propose a Large Language Model
Enhanced Question Tagging method called LLMEQT, which is designed for
question tagging enhanced by LLM. To address Challenge 1, we use the tra-
ditional question tagging model to pre-retrieve tags for questions and then
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reserve them. By utilizing features of tags and questions, several tags can sum-
marize the topic of the question in the first stage. To address Challenge 2,
we design the prompts for LLMs to select tags from candidate tags. LLMs will
integrate external knowledge to comprehend the deep meaning of questions and
tags, thereby enhancing the automatic question tagging task. To evaluate our
model, thorough experiments are taken. Our proposed model exhibits superi-
ority over state-of-the-art methods in performance when compared across two
real-world datasets.

In this paper, our primary contributions can be summarized in threefold:

• We designed a Large Language Model Enhanced Question Tagging method
called LLMEQT tailored for the AQT task in CQA websites. It combines
traditional question tagging models with the advanced capabilities of LLMs
to perform question tagging. This approach leverages both the inherent fea-
tures and the semantics in the original text of both questions and tags to
enhance the effectiveness of the task.

• We formulate prompts for LLMs to enable a comprehensive understanding
of the task, and facilitate the generation of accurate results. This pro-
cess involves a strategic combination of instructions and proper instances,
allowing LLMs to select appropriate tags for questions.

• We conduct experiments on two real-world datasets, namely Zhihu and
Zhuanzhi, to validate the effectiveness of our model. These datasets are
sourced from authentic CQA websites. The comprehensive experiments
showcase the efficacy of our model in comparison to state-of-the-art methods
in the realm of AQT.

2 Related Work

2.1 Question Tagging

In CQA websites, AQT holds an important role in diverse functions, includ-
ing recommendation systems [4, 5], expert-finding systems [6, 7], and search
engines [9, 14, 15]. In recommendation systems, tags play a crucial role in
extracting essential question information, and they facilitate the provision of
appropriate answers to user queries [16, 17]. In expert-finding systems, the uti-
lization of question-specific tags empowers users to evaluate the alignment of
retrieved information with their specific requirements [18, 19]. Furthermore, in
search engines, leveraging tags can enhance the capability to pinpoint relevant
information, helping users locate the information they seek [10, 20].

Several works have focused on AQT to integrate supplementary information
for CQA websites. Initially, researchers focused on the classification of minority
tags. Liu et al. [21] clustered questions with similar tags to highlight the key
information of questions, and overcoming the problem of over-generalization
of tags. Wasim et al. [22] generated a multi-labeled corpus by exploring the
process of Question Answering system. By exploiting the dependence between
tags of a particular question, the method worked in the task of biomedical
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question classification. Moreover, researchers also worked on domain-agnostic
class tags [23] to model questions by phrase-based tags. The proposed approach
incorporated a new tag regularization mechanism for mapping questions to
class tags.

Recently, researchers have shown a growing interest in focusing on ques-
tion tagging tasks rather than the question classification tasks. Nie et al. [24]
constructed a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) for tags in CQA websites. The
features can be transmitted by the hierarchical relations. And the model
retrieved tags by the embedding interaction. The utilization of a hierarchical
learning taxonomy [12] enables the search for questions based on their respec-
tive tags. Additionally, Zhang et al. [25] concentrated on tag relations in CQA
websites. Their model incorporated message passing from parent tag nodes to
child tag nodes, allowing the model to effectively tag questions even when the
tags are unseen.

Different from the aforementioned methodologies, our proposed question-
tagging approach incorporates real-world facts to enhance the efficacy of the
task.

2.2 Prompting for LLM

Recently, Large Language Models have shown promising abilities to inte-
grate external knowledge for different tasks. The major approach to utilizing
LLMs is prompting [26]. By designing proper prompts, LLMs could adapt
to diverse tasks. In-context learning (ICL) [13, 27] is a popular method for
utilizing LLMs. It first designed task descriptions as demonstrations for spe-
cific tasks, then selected a few examples from the task datasets [28–30]. Also,
some approaches evaluate the example set as a whole to choose the most
representative set of examples for specific tasks [31]. When selecting demon-
strations, it is also necessary to take the relevance and diversity of examples
into consideration [32]. Chain-of-Thought (CoT) [33] prompting method is
an improved approach of prompting learning. In addition to demonstration
examples of input and output, intermediate reasoning steps are also added
to prompts to assist large language models in executing more complex tasks.
Self-consistency [34] is a sampling-based method. It generates different reason-
ing paths, then finds consistency from all results and selects the most stable
answer. Ling et al. [35] designed a special prompting format to make the LLMs
self-verify step-by-step to confirm the correctness of reasoning steps. Kojima
et al. [36] generated inference steps without relying on input and output exam-
ples. This method guides LLMs to perform step-wise inference, enabling them
to achieve ideal results when dealing with complex inference tasks.

In CQA websites, the questions cover various fields and require external
knowledge for better understanding. The question-answering tasks benefit a
lot from LLMs. Shao et al. [37] prompted GPT-3 with answer heuristics for
knowledge-based visual question answering (VQA). By extracting two types
of complementary answer heuristics from a vanilla model, researchers encoded
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Fig. 2 The framework of LLMEQT: (1) We first use the traditional automatic question
tagging model to pre-retrieve tags from the tag database for the questions. (2) We formulate
prompts by combining instructions and examples to instruct the large language model. Then
the large language model selects the more suitable tags from the candidate tags for questions.

them into the prompts for GPT-3 to better understand the task and give bet-
ter answers. A plug-and-play module Img2LLM [38] was proposed to provide
LLMs with special prompts that enable LLMs to perform zero-shot VQA tasks.
What is more, the method is without end-to-end training, reducing calculating
cost. Kim et al. [39] proposed a novel framework which is called Flipped-VQA.
It encourages the model to predict all the combinations of visual question-
answering triplets. By flipping the source pair and the target label, it can deal
with complex relations.

These methods confirm that prompts for LLMs are helpful for CQA web-
sites and can integrate external knowledge. We will propose our method
benefiting from LLMs.

3 Methodology

In this section, we present the Large Language Model Enhanced Question
Tagging (LLMEQT) method for AQT. The method is a two-stage framework:
Tag Pre-retrieving stage and Enhanced Prompting stage. In the first stage,
we use common question tagging models to retrieve tags for each question
based on the embeddings of questions and tags. Then, in the second stage, we
integrate the questions and retrieved tags into formatted prompts and instruct
LLMs to select better tags from candidate tags. We show the framework of
our method in Figure 2.

3.1 Tag Pre-retrieving

Initially, we introduce the stage to firstly retrieve tags for questions. Questions
in CQA websites are associated with several user-assigned tags, while tags
are associated with other tags. Therefore, we try to facilitate message-passing
between questions and associated tags. For the datasets, we first process ques-
tions and tags into embeddings. We define the question embeddings to be
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presented as Q = {qi ∈ Rm}ki=1, where k represents the number of all the ques-
tions in the dataset and m denotes the dimension of the question embedding.
Also, we define the tag embeddings to be presented as T = {ti ∈ Rm}ni=1,
where n represents the number of all the tags in the dataset and m denotes
the dimension of tag embedding. Considering that tags in CQA websites have
parent and child tag nodes, which contain more global or detailed informa-
tion, we preprocess the tag database into a related tag graph. Within the tag
graph, each tag is related to parent tags or child tags and will get information
from them.

The Question Tagging model helps do the message-passing. The updated
tag embeddings can be defined as:

T̃ = FtT , (1)

where T̃ is the updated tag embeddings and Ft is the function to update tag
features. Also, questions are associated with user-assigned tags, therefore, the
updated features of questions can be presented as:

Q̃ = Fq(Q, T ), (2)

where Q̃ is the updated question embeddings and Fq is the function to update
question features. The Fq function will contribute user-assigned tag features to
questions. Following the acquisition of updated features, the question tagging
model employs the dot product score function to identify and match the most
suitable tags to the corresponding questions:

s(q, t) = fs(q, t), (3)

Subsequently, we employ the s(q, t) function to compute scores for each
question and tag:

S = {s(q, t)|t ∈ T̃ , q ∈ Q̃}, (4)

where S represents the score set of questions and tags.
Finally, we conduct a comprehensive comparison of all the scores and

reserve tags with the top c scores for each question as the candidate tags:

T = {{t1, t2, ..., tc} = argmax{S}1:c}, (5)

where T represents the set of candidate tags t1, t2, ..., tc for each question.

3.2 Enhanced Prompting

Then we introduce the second stage to use the questions and candidate tags
to design the prompting for large language models to enhance the question
tagging task. We follow the in-context learning method to build prompts for
our method. The prompts consist of the instruction to LLM, the in-context
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examples selected from the training set, and the questions along with the
candidate tags. The complete format of our prompts is shown as:

Please select the most suitable 3 tags from the given 5 tags based on
the semantics of the question.
Example: Question: What once common ingredients have faded out of
Chinese recipes?\n
Candidate tags: History, Geography, Delicy, Cooking, Humor.\n
Answers: History, Delicy, Cooking\n\n
Input: Question: qi \n
Candidate tags: t1, t2, ..., tc.

where t1, t2, ..., tc ∈ T is the candidate tags of the question qi. The instruc-
tion ‘Please select the most suitable 3 tags from the given 5 tags based on
the semantics of the question.’ helps the LLM focus on comprehending the
question tagging task, thereby facilitating the selection process. The provided
in-context example selected from the training set is designed for the LLM to
better understand the question tagging task and learn the expected output
format. For the testing set, the LLM only outputs the expectant tags rather
than providing unnecessary explanations. By inputting the questions along
with the candidate tags, the LLM will generate the corresponding results.

Moreover, to better optimize the selection of tags, we require the LLM to
attempt again if it outputs no matching tags initially. Specifically, we regard
the LLM as selecting all the candidate tags if it outputs that there are no
matching tags again, which indicates all the candidate tags are not suitable
for the question. By conserving all the candidate tags, their presence will not
impact the final results.

4 Experimental Results

To assess the effectiveness of our proposed model, we undertake thorough
experiments utilizing two datasets of CQA websites.

4.1 Experimental Setup

Datasets: We assess the performance of our approach on two datasets:
Zhihu and Zhuanzhi. The Zhihu dataset, which is derived from the Zhihu
website, encompasses a compilation of published questions along with their
associated tags, spanning a diverse array of fields in our daily lives. The data
obtained from the website is from before February 2022. The RoBERTa-base
model is employed to generate embeddings for both the questions and tags.

Similarly, the Zhuanzhi dataset closely mirrors the structures of the Zhihu
dataset. The published questions along with the corresponding tags are col-
lected from the Zhuanzhi website before February 2022. The same approach is
utilized to generate embeddings for questions and tags as done with the Zhihu
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dataset. The statistical details of the two datasets are summarized in Table 1,
where the Q-T means question-tag relation and T-T means tag-tag relation.

Table 1 Statistics of Two Datasets.

Dataset Questions Tags Q-T T-T

Zhihu 30102 73285 108258 133522
Zhuanzhi 4987 5603 10466 6335

Setup: The question-tag relations are divided into three distinct sets:
training, validation, and testing. In each dataset, 50% of the tags are desig-
nated as seen tags, while the remaining 50% tags are classified as unseen tags.
Subsequently, half of the question-tag relations linked to seen tags are com-
bined with all the question-tag relations associated with unseen tags, forming
the test set. Following this partitioning, 10% of the remaining question-tag
relations associated with the seen tags are reserved as the validation set, facil-
itating the fine-tuning of our model. The remaining question-tag relations are
then assigned to the training set.

In the experimental setup, complete independence among the three sets is
ensured. This design is instrumental in accurately evaluating the proficiency
of our model in addressing unseen tags in CQA websites.

Metrics: The Precision score is employed as the evaluation metric to
evaluate our LLMEQTmodel. Our proposed method selected the more suitable
tags from the retrieved tags, so it is valuable to examine the proportion of
accurately predicted tags among the total retrieved tags in the final results.
We also calculate the micro-f1 score to verify the effectiveness of our method.
Given the LLMEQT model’s reliance on candidate tags, the assessment of its
performance using the Recall score is limited. The Recall score, which measures
the proportion of successfully predicted retrieved tags out of all actual relevant
tags, may not effectively evaluate the method in this context. It’s important
to note that selecting tags from candidate sources can result in a decline in
the Recall score.

4.2 Baselines

We choose seven methods for AQT tasks as our baselines:

1. GCN [40] is a deep convolutional network that is commonly employed for
tasks such as link prediction.

2. GAT [41] is graph network with attention mechanism. By allocating dis-
tinct weights to each neighbor node, it can identify the more significant
neighbor nodes and focus on them.

3. APPNP [42] integrates PageRank with graph network. It improves the
feature propagation of common graph networks.
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4. RGCN [43] represents a straightforward adaptation for graph networks.
It addresses challenges presented by graphs with heterogeneous nodes,
providing an effective solution for such scenarios.

5. HGT [44] maximizes the utilization of attribute information within hetero-
geneous graphs. It introduces the concept of parameter sharing to enhance
information propagation across different types of nodes.

6. HERE [25] is an AQT model. By integrating a Directed Acyclic Graph-
based information propagation module, it effectively captures all the tag
features and assigns tags to questions.

7. PROFIT [24] focuses on the semantics of questions, presenting an end-to-
end interactive embedding model for AQT.

For the baseline models, GCN, GAT, and APPNP are isomorphic graph
networks. When it comes to the question-tagging task, they do not explicitly
account for question-tag relations. In contrast, RGCN and HGT address
different relations in CQA websites. Furthermore, HERE and PROFIT are
the state-of-the-art methods of AQT tasks.

4.3 Results and Discussion

Experiments are conducted to investigate the efficacy of our LLMEQT model.
In assessing Precision scores, we designate the number of retrieved tags as
5 to evaluate the model’s performance. The results on the two datasets are
presented in Table 2. The results yield the following observations:

Table 2 The AQT results on the two datasets. The bold scores for each column indicate
the best results.

Zhihu Zhuanzhi

Baseline precision micro-f1 precision micro-f1

GCN 0.0055 0.0070 0.0004 0.0006
GAT 0.0016 0.0022 0.0055 0.0066
APPNP 0.0431 0.0560 0.0037 0.0048
RGCN 0.0086 0.0116 0.0018 0.0025
HGT 0.0742 0.0986 0.0054 0.0072
HERE 0.0337 0.0449 0.0228 0.0353
PROFIT 0.0144 0.0189 0.0482 0.0660
LLMEQT 0.1060 0.1135 0.1110 0.1231

• The isomorphic graph neural networks exhibit subpar performance in the
task, indicating that they cannot work well in AQT tasks.

• The heterogeneous graph graph neural networks perform better than the
isomorphic ones. However, they still have poor performance in the AQT task.

• The question tagging methods get better results in Zhuanzhi dataset.
However, they cannot get the best results all the time.
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• For our proposed LLMEQT method, we select the best results in the base-
lines as the question tagging model. Then we use GPT-3 as the large
language model to enhance the results. For the Zhihu dataset, we selected
HGT as the question tagging model due to its efficacy in handling data
across various fields. Our method achieves an increase of 42.85% of Precision
and 15.11% of micro-f1. For the Zhuanzhi dataset, we selected PROFIT as
the question tagging model due to its efficacy in handling data in specific
fields. Our method achieves an increase of 130.29% of Precision and 86.51%
of micro-f1.

We find that our model achieves better results than common question tagging
models.

4.4 Ablation Experiments

In this section, ablation experiments are conducted to evaluate the effective-
ness of various Language Model Models. We use three LLMs: GPT-3 [13],
Google Gemini, and ZhiPu AI [45] to study the effectiveness of LLM-enhanced
tasks. The results in Table 3 offer evidence that LLMs will contribute to the

Table 3 The AQT results using three different LLMs. The bold scores for each column
indicate the best results.

Zhihu Zhuanzhi

LLM precision micro-f1 precision micro-f1

GPT-3 0.1060 0.1135 0.1110 0.1231
Google Gemini 0.1279 0.1344 0.2089 0.2385
ZhiPu 0.1301 0.1354 0.1190 0.1343

question tagging task. The Zhihu dataset contains all the fields of questions
that require external knowledge of various aspects. Considering that the ques-
tions are Chinese, the ZhiPu AI, which is trained with Chinese corpus, can
better understand the questions in the Zhihu dataset. Therefore, we find that
when using the ZhiPu AI, the results are best. The Zhuanzhi dataset focuses
on questions about computer science, which is domain-specific knowledge. The
result of Google Gemini is the best in the Zhuanzhi dataset.

4.5 Choice of Prompts

In this section, experiments are conducted to evaluate the efficacy of various
prompts. We have analyzed the impact of different prompt choices on the
performance of LLMs.

• Without instructions: The instruction ‘Please select the most suitable
3 tags from the given 5 tags based on the semantics of the question.’ is
necessary for the AQT task. When LLMs are provided only with examples
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Table 4 The outcomes generated by LLMs to prompts without instructions.

LLM Example: Question: What once common ingredients have faded out
of Chinese recipes?\n
Candidate tags: History, Geography, Delicy, Cooking, Humor.\n
Answers: History, Delicy, Cooking.\n\n
Input: Question: Which novel has a brilliant ending?\n
Candidate Tags: Literature, Art, Humor, O. Henry(Writer), Result.

GPT-3 Input: Question: What novel features an unexpected plot twist at
the end? Candidate Tags: Literature, Mystery, Plot Twist, O. Henry
(Writer), Result.

Google Gemini Input: Question: Can you recommend a novel with a plot twist
that will leave readers stunned? Candidate Tags: Literature, Mystery,
Thriller, Plot Twists, Recommendation, Result.

ZhiPu For the first question, there are many common ingredients that have
faded out, such as broomcorn millet, wheat, and Sesame. For the
second question, some famous novels have brilliant endings. Here are
some answers: ‘The Gift of the Magi’, ‘The last leaf’, ‘Gone with the
Wind’.

Table 5 The outcomes generated by LLMs to prompts without examples.

LLM Please select the most suitable 3 tags from the given 5 tags based on
the semantics of the question.
Input: Question: Which novel has a brilliant ending?\n
Candidate Tags: Apple, Pear, Humor, Writer, Result.

GPT-3 These tags do not directly relate to the question about novels with
brilliant endings. It seems the tags provided are somewhat random or
unrelated to the question.

Google Gemini These tags do not relate to the question. Here are some possible suit-
able tags: Culture, Novel, and Literature.

ZhiPu The question is about novels and endings. The tag ‘Writer’ is related
to ‘novel’ and is suitable for the question. However, other tags seem
to be unrelated to novels. So one tag is suitable for the question.

and inputs, they may misunderstand the task. The ZhiPu AI interprets this
as an indication that users seek answers to the questions, thus generating
responses rather than selecting tags. GPT-3 and Google Gemini rewrite the
question to be more professional.

• Without examples: The examples are designed for LLMs to learn the
expected output format. While the specific content of these examples is
not important, their absence could result in the generation of wrong data
by LLMs. The ZhiPu AI provides explanations for each candidate tag. In
cases where no tag is proper for the question, the ZhiPu AI also explains
the reasons, disrupting the experiments. The Google Gemini and GPT-3
may generate new tags that do not align with candidate tags, or generate
explanations when there are no suitable tags for the question.

• Instructions with no number: With the instruction ‘Please select suit-
able tags from the given 5 tags based on the semantics of the question.’,
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Table 6 The outcomes generated by LLMs to prompts without numbers.

LLM Please select suitable tags from the given 5 tags based on the semantics
of the question.
Example: Question: What once common ingredients have faded out
of Chinese recipes?\n
Candidate tags: History, Geography, Delicy, Cooking, Humor.\n
Answers: History, Delicy, Cooking.\n\n
Input: Question: Which novel has a brilliant ending?\n
Candidate Tags: Literature, Art, Humor, O. Henry(Writer), Result.

GPT-3 Based on the semantics of the question, the suitable tags would be
‘Literature’ and ‘Art’. Therefore, the selected tags are: Literature, Art.

Google Gemini The suitable tags would be ‘Literature’ and ‘Art’.
ZhiPu For the question, the suitable tags would be ‘Literature’ and ‘Art’.

These tags may also be suitable: ‘Book’, ‘Novel’, and ‘Writer’.

results generated by LLMs become more complex. LLMs may generate tags
selected from the provided candidate tags, as well as additional tags they
regard appropriate for the question.

The examples of each prompt are in Tables 4, 5, 6. Since the CQA websites
restrict users from creating new tags, the generation of improper results holds
little value and can disrupt the AQT task. The analysis indicates that our
proposed prompts effectively assist in comprehending and executing the AQT
task.

4.6 Qualitative Results

A comprehensive visualization analysis is performed to illustrate the efficacy
of our approach. Three questions, along with the tags, are chosen from the
Zhihu dataset. To facilitate a comparative evaluation, four baseline models are
incorporated. These selected baselines encompass the following reasons:

• GCN - due to it being a classical isomorphic graph network.
• APPNP - due to it has adjacent feature propagation capabilities.
• HGT - due to it being a heterogeneous graph neural network.
• HERE - due to it being a traditional question-tagging model.

Several observations of the qualitative results can be found in Table 7:

• Both GCN and APPNP prove ineffective in retrieving the ground truth
tags. This suggests that relying solely on the original question semantics is
insufficient for AQT tasks.

• It is noteworthy that in specific instances, such as Question 1, some models
may perform as well as our LLMEQT model, such as the HGT model.
However, it encounters challenges in integrating external knowledge and
understanding the questions. In Questions 2 and 3, other tags may have
higher priority than the ground truth tags in the HGT model.

• Moreover, the HERE model demonstrates superior results in that it suc-
cessfully retrieves the ground truth tags in all the cases. Nevertheless, it is
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Table 7 Visualization of the results on Zhihu dataset. The ground truth tags are
formatted in bold if they are present in the results.

Question LLMEQT GCN APPNP HGT HERE Ground
Truth

Why does
artificial
intelligence
use Python?

Python
(Code)

Art Java
(Code)

Python
(Code)

Artificial
Intelli-
gence

Python
(Code)

Machine
Learning

Information
Tech-
nology
(IT)

Code Artificial
Intelli-
gence

Python
(Code)

Artificial
Intelli-
gence

Computer Computer
Science

Coding Pattern
Recogni-
tion

What is
more absurd
than novels
in history?

World
History

Novel Absurd History History World
History

History Literature Novel Celebrity World
History

Archaeology Writer History World
History

Legend

What facts
do people
without
certain
geographical
knowledge
not believe?
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observed that additional tags retrieved by the HERE model appear to be less
related, attributing to its limitation in incorporating external knowledge.

Overall, our LLMEQT model outperforms the baselines, thereby validating
the enhancement achieved through the integration of Language Model Models
to incorporate external knowledge for AQT tasks.

4.7 Analysis of Question Routing

The examination of AQT aims to confirm the efficacy of tasks associated with
CQA websites. One such task is question routing. Therefore, we present visual-
ization results on question routing, utilizing the Zhihu dataset, to explore the
effectiveness of our model. We have qualitative observations based on Figure 3,
confirming our findings:

• Our AQT method retrieves two tags: ‘History’ and ‘Archaeology’ for the
initial question ‘Is our diet much better than that of Zhou Tianzi?’.

• For users who hope to learn more about the tag ‘History’, the CQA website
recommends the question ‘What are some novel-like bizarre things in his-
tory?’, which is assigned with another tag ‘Novel’. Then another question
‘Which novel has a brilliant ending?’ is recommended to users who express
interest in the tag ‘Novel’.
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Fig. 3 Example of question routing in CQA websites. Tags retrieved by AQT models
can encapsulate the underlying themes of questions. Following this, the CQA websites can
recommend questions assigned with the same tags to users.

• Furthermore, for users seeking additional information about the specific tag
‘Archaeology’, the CQA website suggests relevant questions such as ‘What
shocking cultural relics does China have?’ to them, which retrieves another
tag ‘Culture’. What is more, another question ‘What are the most tragic
events in human culture?’ is then recommended to users interested in the
tag ‘Culture’.

Therefore, we conclude that proper tags will allow CQA websites to rec-
ommend questions related to common tags to users. This facilitates the
dissemination and exchange of information, thereby confirming the imperative
of addressing AQT in CQA websites.

5 Limitation and Threats to Validity

While our LLMEQT method has shown improvements in AQT tasks by inte-
grating external knowledge, it still exhibits some limitations. The AQT task is
greatly influenced by CQA websites. Given that questions within CQA web-
sites may lack the necessary tags, the retrieved tags may adequately align
with the question but not correspond to the user-assigned tags during the
tagging process. This undertaking represents a novel task, and our current
efforts are primarily exploratory. As prior research [46] shows, the outcomes
of state-of-the-art methods are observed to be at this level.

6 Conclusion

We propose the Large Language Model Enhanced Question Tagging method
(LLMEQT) approach for the AQT task in CQA websites in this paper. We
use common question tagging models for pre-retrieving tags by the features
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of questions and tags. Also, we formulate prompts for large language models
to enable a more comprehensive understanding of this task and facilitate the
generation of more accurate results. This process involves the combination of
instructions and proper examples, allowing LLMs to select appropriate tags for
the questions. Through a comprehensive series of experiments, we substanti-
ate that our LLMEQT model exhibits enhanced accuracy in tagging questions
within CQA websites. This validation emphasizes the efficacy of our proposed
approach in addressing the challenges associated with AQT tasks in CQA
websites. Moreover, our proposed method does not address open-domain chal-
lenges. Despite the capability of LLMs to generate appropriate tags, they are
constrained in that the CQA websites restrict users from creating new tags.
The method will be further enhanced to deal with open-domain challenges.
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